
We have very professional baby cot beds and changing tables production 

process line, from drying of raw materials, cutting,corner 

grindinq,painting.inspection,packing and so on each production process is 

professional.

Material:radiata pine +MDF

Color:white with gray

Inner size:140*70 cm

Package size:145*83*13.5 cm

l Birth to 6 years - Can be used as a Cot Bed from birth and then converted 

into a sofa or junior bed suitable up to 6 years

l Adjustable base - Three position adjustable mattress base

l Teething rails - Fixed-side cot with durable teething rails on both sides to 

protect delicate teeth and gums

Style No.:DMF001



Style No.:DMF004

Style No.:DMF003
Size:115*69*94cm
Material:New Zealand radiata pine

Style No.:DMF005
Size:115*69*94cm
Material:front and back frame tabula with 
pine wood+Bedside with grade E1 MDF

Wheels
There are 4 plastic wheels with metal lock.
The wheels hep you easily move the crib . The 
wheels can be removed when they are not 
necessary.

Style No.:DMF002
Size:115*69*94cm
Material:2 pieces of 5mm thick PS 
board+New Zealand radiata pine



Style No.:DMF006
Size:123*66*88cm
Material:pine wood+plywood

Style No.:DMF004
Size:97*55*82cm
Material:New Zealand pine.

Style No.:DMF007
Size:145*75*85cm  
Material:beech wood+ MDF + plywood



                                                                                

Material: New Zealand Pine+iron acc.+plastic acc.,Water painting                                                                     
Size:90*90*50cm 

MOQ:100pcs/color                                   

Package:1pc in a carton                                                 
Carton size:95*62*14cm



Material:aluminum alloy + cloth    
Color:khaki, gray, pink, greer 

Function:swing, splice, movable 

Style:simple,stylish and portable 

Size:93*55*77cm 

Age:0-36 months  

Advantage:save space



Material:Pine wood+cloth

Color:As pictures or customized

Function:Baby Cot+ Baby Cradle

Product size:87*57*73CM or customized

lAge range:0-6 months

lWeight range:up to 15kg

lSoft mattress

lStable construction

lDetachable mosquito net



l Materal:steel+pvctube+oxford/polyester & stainless 

steel/Metal, aluminium frame with 210D polyester

l The playpen bed can be folded up and down within 1 minutes.

l It is convinient for you to travel anywhere.

l Sides of nets you can watch baby from every side

l Turning over changer makes convenient to change diapers

l Matress with cotton makes baby comfortable 

l Removable side storage to put many baby’s items

l Breathable mesh mattress surrounds your baby with open airflow for 

better, more comfortable sleep and helps avoid overheating.

l Breathable mesh mattress is removable and machine washable for 

easy care.

l Easily folds into the included carrying bag for portability.

l 3-in-1 sleep system grows with your child from rocking bassinet, 

portable crib to travel cot.



Changing mat   

Outer fabric:100% normal cotton woven fabric

density:40*40s,104*72cm

Padding:foam

Inner fabric:100% cotton 380gsm terry

Size:68*52cm

Changing Table

Material:pine+MDF                                            

Size:72*56*93.5cm



Outer fabric:oxford fabric+190g jersey fabric 

Inner fabric:printed woven fabric ,density:40*40s,110*90 

Padding:2.5 cm thick sponge 

Support plate:bottom thickness is 0.5cm 

                        sides thickness are 0.3cm.

Size:70*34*23cm



A great first bed for baby, Moses baskets have been in use for centuries and  
offer baby a comfortable and secure alternative to bassinets and cradle. Perfect  
for newborns up to 15 lbs or 3 months, the Moses basket keeps baby close at  
hand during an afternoon or evening snooze. If you need to travel while the baby  
is young, the baby baskets are easy to transport with you to your accommodation,  
unlike a bulky and heavy portable cot.The Moses Baskets continue to be useful  
long after baby outgrows them.They can be used for toy storage or a pet's bed.

1.Material: willow
2.Color: natural、white、light grey、 dark grey  
3.Handle : PU
4.Dimensions：  
a.top size:85*45cm
b.bottom size:70*32cm  
c.height:25cm
5.Package: Woven bag:85*47*102cm/10pcs, 40"HGP:220bags=2200pcs  
6.Pure hand cutting handle, exquisite craft.
7.Natural environmental protection green pollution-free,free from  
formaldehyde,lead,chromium and other harmful substances,free from chemical  
pollution.
8.The whole basket is light in weight, high in load bearing.
We can make all kinds of design according to customer' requirement



Description:
1.Material: willow
2.Color:natural、white、light grey、dark grey  
3.Handle : PU
4.Dimensions：  
a.top size:80*32cm
b.bottom size:70*40cm  
c.Head height:53cm  
d.medium height:26cm
5.Package: Woven bag:90*40*58/2pcs, 40"HGP: 338bags=676pcs  
6.Pure hand cutting handle, exquisite craft.
7.Natural environmental protection green pollution-free,free from  
formaldehyde,lead,chromium and other harmful substances,free from  
chemical pollution.
8.The whole basket is light in weight, high in load bearing.



Description:
1.Material: willow
2.Color: natural、white、light grey、dark grey  
3.Handle : PU
4.Dimensions：  
a.top size:80*32cm
b.bottom size:70*40cm  
c.Head height:53/43cm  
d.medium height:26cm
5.Package: Woven bag:99*40*58/10pcs, 40"HGP: 318 bag=636pcs  
6.Pure hand cutting handle, exquisite craft.
7.The whole basket is light in weight, high in load bearing.



Description:
1.Moses basket is made from high quality corn husk  
2.Color: beige color
3.Handle:oxford fabric  
4.Dimensions：
a.top size:85*45cm
b.bottom size:75*33cm  
c.height:22/26cm
5.Package: carton size: 88x51×86Cm/12pcs, 40"HGP:  
174cartons=2088pcs
6.Pure hand knitting, good air permeability, durable.  7.The 
whole basket is light in weight, high in load bearing.
8.Natural environmental protection green pollution-free,free from  
formaldehyde,lead,chromium and other harmful substances,free  
from chemical pollution.



Description:
1.Moses basket is made from high quality corn husk  
2.Color: beige color
3.Handle:corn leaf  
4.Dimensions：  
a.top size:82*45cm
b.bottom size:70*32cm  
c.height:25cm
5.Package: carton size: 87*45*83cm/10pcs,  
40"HGP: 210 cartons=2100pcs
6.Pure hand knitting, good air permeability, durable.  
7.The whole basket is light in weight, high in load bearing.
8.Natural environmental protection green pollution-free,free from  
formaldehyde,lead,chromium and other harmful substances,free  
from chemical pollution.



Description:
1.Moses basket is made from high quality corn husk  
2.Color: beige color
3.Handle:corn leaf  
4.Binding:canvas binding
5.Dimensions：  
a.top size:82*45cm
b.bottom size:70*32cm
c.height: 22cm/26cm,middle height：20cm  
6.Package: carton size: 88x51×86Cm/12pcs,  
40"HGP: 174 cartons=2088pcs
7.Pure hand knitting, good air permeability, durable.  
8.The whole basket is light in weight, high in load bearing.
9.Natural environmental protection green pollution-free,free  
from formaldehyde,lead,chromium and other harmful  
substances,free from chemical pollution.



Description:
1.Moses basket is made from high quality corn husk  
2.Color: beige color
3.Handle:corn leaf  
4.Binding:canvas binding
5.Dimensions：  
a.top size:82*45cm
b.bottom size:70*35cm  
c.height: 22cm/26cm

middle height：20cm
6.Package: carton size: 88x51×86Cm/12pcs,  
40"HGP: 174 cartons=2088pcs
7.Pure hand knitting, good air permeability, durable.  8.The 
whole basket is light in weight, high in load bearing.
9.Natural environmental protection green pollution-free,free from  
formaldehyde,lead,chromium and other harmful substances,free  
from chemical pollution.



Description:
1.Moses basket is made from Paper string  
2.Color: beige color and white
3.Handle : PU  
4.Dimensions：  
a.top size:86*45cm
b.bottom size:81.5*41.5cm  
c.height:26/31cm
5.Package: carton size: 87*47*70/6PCS,40"HGP: 230cartons=1380pcs  
6.Pure hand knitting, good air permeability, durable.
7.Natural environmental protection green pollution-free,free from  
formaldehyde,lead,chromium and other harmful substances,free from chemical  
pollution.
8.The whole basket is light in weight, high in load bearing.



Pine stand are designed to fit the Moses baskets.These Rocking stands  
will also accommodate any moses baskets of a similar size. But they must  
have a structured base.They are made from pine and built in a sturdy  
frame with adjustable retaining bars to hold your basket securely. These  
stands feature a curved base to provide a rocking function. The stands  
rock from side to side, which may assist in settling your baby to sleep.

a.Descriptions:
Materail: pine  
Stand: bent wood  
Paint:polyester paint  
Size:74*42*50cm  
Thickness:1.7cm  
G.W.:2.2kg
N.W.:2.6kg

b.Package:
Inner box :875*165*48mm  
Outer carton:900*345*175mm
Package:6pcs in one carton 40"HP: 1220 carton=7320pcs



a.Descriptions:
Materail: pine  
Paint:polyester paint  
Size:85*41*58cm  
thickness:1.7cm  
G.W.:3.5kg
N.W.:3.0kg

b.Package:
Inner box :875*165*48mm  
Outer carton:900*345*175mm
Package:6pcs in one carton 40"HP: 1220 carton=7320pcs



a.Descriptions:  
Materail: water paint  
Size:84*39*52cm  
Thickness:1.7cm  
G.W.:2.58kg
N.W.:2.4kg

b.Package:
Inner box :875*165*48mm  
Outer carton:900*345*175mm  
Package:6pcs in one carton  
40"HP: 1220 carton=7320pcs



a.Descriptions:
Materail: plywood  
Paint:water paint  
Size:105*15*8cm  
thickness:1.8cm  
G.W.:3.5kg
N.W.:3.0kg

b.Package:
Carton size :108cm*27cm*49cmmm  
Package:1pcs in one carton



a.Descriptions:
Materail: plywood  
Paint:water paint  
Size:71*34*1.0cm
Plywood thickness：1.0cm  
G.W.:3.5kg
N.W.:3.0kg

b.Package:
Carton size :108cm*27cm*49cmmm  
Package:6pcs in one carton
40HQ: 6500SETS



1.Foam mattress:PEVA waterproof materess  
2.Mattress cover:100% cotton woven fabric  
3.Pillow:
outer fabric:100% cotton waffle
inner fabric:100% cotton woven fabric  
4.Quilt:
outer fabric:100% cotton waffle
inner fabric:100% cotton woven fabric

5.Bumper:
outer fabric:100% cotton waffle
inner fabric:100% cotton woven fabric
6.Sunshade:100% cotton waffle+100% cotton woven fabric  
7.Mosquito net
8.Accessories: 1 set of plastic accessories, 2 rubber strips,  
2 sets of fixing screws



1.Foam mattress:PEVA waterproof materess
2.Mattress cover:65% polyester+35%cotton 160gsm TC woven fabric  
3.pillow:
outer fabric:100% polyester bean velour
inner fabric:65% polyester+35%cotton TC woven fabric  

4.quilt:
outer fabric:100% polyester bean velour
inner fabric:65% polyester+35%cotton TC woven fabric

5.bumper:
outer fabric:100% polyester bean velour
inner fabric:65% polyester+35%cotton TC woven fabric  

6.sunshade:100% polyester bean velour  
7.Accessories: 1 set of plastic accessories, 2 rubber  
strips, 2 sets of fixing screws



1.Foam mattress:PEVA waterproof materess  
2.Mattress cover：single layer colored cotton.  
3.Pillow:two sided colored cotton.
4.Quilt:two two sided colored cotton.  
5.Bumper:two sided colored cotton.  
6.Sunshade:single layer colored cotton.  
7.Mosquito net
8.Accessories: 1 set of plastic accessories, 2 rubber strips,  
2 sets of fixing screws

1.Foam mattress:PEVA waterproof materess  
2.Mattress cover：single layer colored cotton.  
3.Pillow:two sided colored cotton.
4.Quilt:two two sided colored cotton.  
5.Bumper:two sided colored cotton.



1.Foam mattress:PEVA waterproof materess  
2.Mattress cover:100% cotton woven printed  
fabric
3.Pillow:
outer fabric:100% cotton woven printed fabric  
inner fabric:100% cotton white woven fabric  
4.Quilt:
outer fabric:100% cotton woven printed fabric  
inner fabric:100% cotton white woven fabric  
5.Bumper:100% cotton woven printed  
fabric+polyester
6.Sunshade:100% cotton woven printed  
fabric
7.Mosquito net
8.Accessories: 1 set of plastic accessories, 2  
rubber strips, 2 sets of fixing screws
9.Bow

1.Foam mattress:
PEVA waterproof materess  
2.Mattress cover：
single layer jersey fabric.
3.Pillow:two sided jersey  
fabric.
4.Quilt:two two sided jersey  
fabric.
5.Bumper:two sided jersey  
fabric.


